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MEANS OF TRANSPORT

From  Rignano Flaminio to Fiumicino there are several ways.you can get There by 
car by train or by bus . Arriving at the airport in Dublin there are fast solutions to get 
to the hotel. One Is the shuttle bus, fast aud direct becouse It doesn't have 
intermediate stops... Or with the bus outside the airport arrivals so you have 
different options. You can move in the city by bus tram or on foot.



Ticket to fly         

 

Good morning,my company proposes a very nice trip to Dublin ,during this trip you 
Will visit museums shopping malls really beautiful gardens and bit of sea. You Will 
also have a toure guide at your disposal. The price for the Flight ticket Is 92 euro in 
economy classe or 147 euros for  premium class the flight Will be confortable. The 
plane leaves at 11.30 a.m and arrives at 13.40, but for the return it leaves at 9.00 
pm and arrives in Fiumicino at 10.15 pm.



Hotel
 

Check-in time 14:00 chek-out time 12:00 
Your hotel is a 6 minute walk from the red cow tram stop, 6,4 KM from 
the Irsh museum emd 8 KM from the guiness sotre house which offers 
giuded tours and firdt hotel, the second is the: Dublin Skilon Hotel 



BEACHES TO VISIT  

Dublin’s largest bheach is Sandy Mount, dominated by the chimneys, 

which are exacltly what the name says… two chimneys, which also have a 

sad charm of their own.  
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Botanical garden    
    

The glasnevin botanical garden is located 3,5 km north of dublin city center  You can 
take the public service  n.4,9 and 83 it is open every day admission is free. In wither 
the garden closes at 16:30, while from 3 march it observer summer hours, until 
18:30 here you can appreciate the magic of nature and spend a day in the greenery. 
We find vegetable gardens, aromatic plants and well-kept flowers there is also an 
aquatic area which is frequented or wild birds 



CHRIST CHURCH 
CATHEDRAL             

Hello, good morring and welcome to 
Christ Church Cathedral. It is close 
enough to the hotel. The monument is 
one of the most visited. the cathedral 
dates back to 1870 but it has replaced 
another one. I hope you can enjoy this 
very beautiful monument. Have a nice 
day 



Irish museum of 
modern art                                               

 



Shopping center
Hi good morning and welcome. 
I wanted to recommend 
shopping malls and relax. I 
recommend the dundrum town 
centre mall which will be open 
from 10 A.M it has a wilde 
choice of clothes pants and 
many other super fashionable 
garments, not to mention the 
restaurant brsa and many 
other fantastic shops has many 
as 4.4 stars. I my self is for the 
blanchard town centre that will 
open. At 9:30 in the mornig al 
ways has 4.4 stars, and finaly 
the Dublin beauty center that 
still has a lot of choice and has 
4 stars. I hope to have been 
beauty and good mornig  
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